DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

SEPTEMBER 2012

Dear Droners, we present you more music for a much needed "liquefaction of reality" - here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for SEPTEMBER 2012, the 6th "Newsflash"-update this year!
SPECIAL ARTIST PROMOTION OF THE MONTH: *MERZBOW *: The Japanese noise legend - after going through numerous phases - is still very active, now with a more refined sound approach. Soon out: a 10 LP-box
on Vinyl-On-Demand and a 18 x LP-set on Soleilmoon! Maybe the right time for our special offer: Until the next Newsflash-mailout all CDs (also collaborations) by MERZBOW you find in our mailorder-programme on
www.dronerecords.de have a special discount of 30%!! (Old price: 13 Euro --> new price: 9,10 Euro!). Prices are not changed in the database, but you can use it for ordering as usual. This discount is NOT valid for the
brandnew CDs mentioned in this update, and any vinyl releases or boxes.
MAILORDER NEWS: As usual some personal recommendations of newer releases first: the newest CD by French duo MANINKARI "Continuum Sonore" is an incredibly great drone-album we think, powerful hypnodrones come also from Swedish JARL ("Minus One-Neutral"), new excellent albums by MANIFESTO and INNER VISION LABORATORY should please dark ambient fans, Lithuanian artist DAINA DIEVA fascinates with
doomy transcension sounds, GALERIE SCHALLSCHUTZ has an impressive new 10" vinyl out, AUTHOR & PUNISHER offers a killer-album with powerful / advanced industrial-metal, we also love the new acousmatic
works from ROBERT HAMPSON and ROBERT NORMANDAU and would like to recommend Japanese composer KAZUYA ISHIGAMI (several new entries in), and there's the very first very limited release of WICK(ED),
the following project of (aD)VANCED! We also stocked the almost complete & incredible back-catalogue of Stockholms FYLKINGEN Records - with INA GRM and EMPREINTES DIGITALES the leading label for
contemporary Electro-Acoustic, and got finally all latest new releases of French ambient/drone cult mcdr series TAALEM (with lots of new names from the ever growing international DRONE-scene, especially from
Japan!) EXCITING STUFF, ALL HIGHLY RECOMMENDED !!
STUNNING NEW RELEASES are also out from (the maybe more well known names): SWANS (new epic album, we have the special & vinyl edition in stock), REFORMED FACTION, MONOS, DEEP LISTENING BAND,
DEAD CAN DANCE, GENOCIDE ORGAN (vinyl re-issue of rare early album), AF URSIN, IN CAMERA, STEVE RODEN, TOR LUNDVALL, VIBRACATHEDRAL ORCHESTRA + as usual some interesting re-issues, restockings & single items.. and and and..
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!
BaraKa[H]

NR. -
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FORMAT
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LABEL & CAT-NR
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SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

1

AB INTRA - Supremus

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 026-2

2012

transcendental / monumental dark synth ambience with an experimental edge, dedicated to reach a
superior consciousness state & the overcoming of the conditioned mind, melancholy until dissolution...
the second full album by this Polish project that should interested any COLD MEAT, LOKI or CYCLIC
LAW fan...

2

AF URSIN - Trois Memoires Discretes

LP

La Scie Doree SCIE 912

2012

music like slowly fading sepia-photographs, three purely instrumental "chamber" drone pieces (english
horn, flute, percussion, double bass, hammond organ) by TIMO VAN LUIJKs solo-project, so sensitive
& thoughtful... lim. 400

€17,00

3

AMETSUB - All is Silence
ANAKRID - A monstrous Dose of
Poison

CD

Nothings66 N66CD003

2012

third album by this recommended glitch/IDM/digi-ambience artist from Tokyo, hard to find Japan import

€15,00

LP

Black Horizons BH 32

2012

captivating sinister drone-ambience by this US project known for two CDs on Beta-lactam Ring
Records; lim. 259 copies with exquisite surrealistic "hallucinatory cover art"

€19,50

€5,00

4

€12,00

5

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE - Chitin

mCDR

Taalem alm87

2012

new composition (20 min.) dedicated to JEROME NOETINGER feat. FRANCISCO LOPEZ sources,
using various insect field recordings made in Ireland, Brazil, Australia, Czech Rep.: termites, ants,
sting-less bees, leaf-hoppers, electric insects, hermit crabs, bee-hives... for an other-dimensional
musique concrete journey

6

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE n.RioTau

mCDR

Kaon av12

2012

processed field-recordings as part of "The River" series (based on original recordings made in France
by CEDRIC PEYRONNET / TOY BIZARRE), one-tracker 20+ minutes, 'lim./numb. 50 copies

€8,50

7

ASVA & PHILIPPE PETIT - Empires
should burn...

CD

Basses Frequences
BF43CD / Small Doses
DOSE 113

2012

dark soundtrackish project of PHILIPPE PETIT with organ player STUART DAHLQUIST; five pieces
using the voices of guest-musicians EDWARD KA-SPEL (the 23 min. opening piece!), BRYAN LEWIS
SAUNDERS & JARBOE

€12,00

8

ASVA & PHILIPPE PETIT - Empires

LP

Basses Frequences

2012

dark soundtrackish project of PHILIPPE PETIT with organ player STUART DAHLQUIST; five pieces

€15,00

1

should burn...
9 AUN - Blackhorse
10 AUN - Mule
11 AUN - Whitehorse
12

AUTHOR & PUNISHER - Drone
Machines

BF43LP / Small Doses
DOSE 112

using the voices of guest-musicians EDWARD KA-SPEL (the 23 min. opening piece!), BRYAN LEWIS
SAUNDERS & JARBOE; lim. vinyl version, 500 copies

€14,00
€14,00
€14,00

CD

ORAL 18 CD

2007

great experimental power-drone music from Montreal-based MARTIN DUMAIS; back in stock finally !

CD

ORAL 15 CD

2007

back in stock this great early full length album of the Canadian drone discovery from the year 2007 !

CD

ORAL 19 CD

2007

a masterpiece of "transcendenal drone-muzak" by the Canadian project, sister album of "Blackhorse"

CD

Hearts & Crossbone
Records HCB 028

2010

crushing experimental / doom industrial metal, a mixture of GODFLESH and HUMAN QUENA
ORCHESTRA maybe, with great power drone parts & going new directions; highly recommended if
you're looking for avantgardish metal influenced music !!

Bad Alchemy

2012

reviews & articles: DIE WELT IST DRÖHN (incl. Drone Top Ten from BarakaH!), TOUCH, ReR
MEGACORP, TZADIK, UTECH Records, RUNE GRAMMOFON, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT,
EMPREINTES DIGITALES, MONOTYPE, and much more from experimental, drone, post-industrial,
impro & advanced jazz-scene.. Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig & geistreich !!

€3,50

€12,00

13 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 74 (August 2012)

mag

BISCLAVERET & FEINE TRINKERS
14 BEI PINKELS DAHEIM - Both Sides of
the Looking Glass

7"

Zoharum ZOHAR 031 SP

2012

intense dark ambient & post industrial from Poland & Germany on this spilt 7", comes in luxurious
gatefold design, numb./lim. 200

€8,50

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1009

1997

split CD with each 4 tracks by both composers, thematically centered, rather quiet & slow electroacoustic, created 1994-1996, incl. the great dark spacious "Concordes and Consequences" from
KARLSSON

€12,50

16 CLOUDCHAMBER - Safaris

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1020

2002

project of JOHANNES BERGMARK, MARTIN KÜCHEN, SÖREN RUNOLF => using all kinds of
objects, instruments & electronics to create almost undescribable & very free formed microsound /
noise / jazz / impro tracks, with 1000 tiny little, often unrecognizable sounds, very carefully constructed
and never really harsh, but sometimes extremely freaky & wild ! Artwork by LEIF ELGGREN

€12,50

17 COLLEY, JOE - Waste of Songs

CD

ORAL CD 12

2006

back in stock this great album of unique "broken ambient drone" - songs of broken & dying equipment

€14,00

18 CURRENT 93 - And when Rome falls

CD

Coptic Cat NIFE 016CD

2012

live-material (14 tracks) rec. on two days in November 2005 in Rome, feat. MAJA ELLIOT (piano),
JOHN CONTRERAS (cello) and DAVID TIBET (voice); edition of 1000, usually only available at the
live-shows April 2012 in Malmö, Berlin, St. Petersburg & Moscow

€13,00

Durtro Jnana LP 94

2008

re-issue of the first C93-LP from 1984 (LAYLAH 04), on heavy vinyl with facsimile of the original insert
& mini-poster NO HIDING FROM THE BLACKBIRD; also included is the NWW/C93 bonus 7" THERE'S
NO HIDING FROM THE BLACKBIRD that came originally with the first 1000 copies of the album /
BACK IN STOCK LAST COPIES!!

€19,50

15

BROBERG, JONAS / ERIK MIKAEL
KARLSSON - Two Composers

19 CURRENT 93 - Nature Unveiled

LP + 7"

20 DEAD CAN DANCE - Anastasis

do-LP

PIAS Recordings
PIASR311DLP

2012

Their triumphant return 16 years after the last studio album "Spiritchaser"! Limited vinyl version,
gatefold-cover, clear vinyl, digital download code

€19,50

21 DEAD CAN DANCE - Anastasis

CD

PIAS Recordings
PIASR311 CDX

2012

Their triumphant return 16 years after the last studio album "Spiritchaser"! Digipack with 4-page booklet

€15,50

LP

Important Records
IMPREC358LP

2012

second part of their "final recordings" with DAVID GAMBER & sister-release to "Great Howl at Town
Hall" CD; lim. 500

€18,00

23 DEMOULIN, JULIEN & IA - The Bay

CD

Basses Frequences BF40 /
Ronda RND17

2012

very soft & minimal drone-muzak, based on guitars, vocals, flute.. deep, slow & endless "handplayed"
drone-scapes by this US-French collaboration, somewhere between AIDAN BAKER & MAEROR TRI
maybe; recommended! lim. 300

€12,00

24 DIEVA, DAINA - Leaving the Garden

CD

Section XIII:Coma
SXIIICD004

2011

female "otherwordly ambience" newcomer from Lithuania, great doomy & mysterious drones with
female voice, we love it!! lim. 300 copies, DVD box . booklet, highly recommended if you like very
emotional dark drones!

€13,00

25 ENSTRÖM, ROLF - TNT 70

LP

Fylkingen Records FYLP

1986

three challenging & ultra dynamic electroacoustic pieces by this Swedish composer: SEKVENS I

€15,00

22

DEEP LISTENING BAND - Octagonal
Polyphony

2

1031

ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - El Acero
del Partido / Heroe del Trabajo

BLATT (1978), DAGBROTT (1983), and the 3 x 7min parts of TNT on side B (1985) that can be played
simultaneously - the three pieces are cut parallel next to each other, not sequentially !! Last NEW
copies of this classic in stock !!

LP

Geometrik Records
GR2128

2012

re-issue of the first classic album (LP) by E.G. from 1982, lim. /numbered ed. of 700 copies reproduced artwork and insert

€16,00

27 ESSEIVA, KIKO C. - Droles d'Oiseaux

CD

Hinterzimmer Records
HINT14

2012

excellent musique concrete using many tiny & clear sounds, at times processed heavily, oscillating
between tension and recreation passages, for an intense 'mental cinema" trip => has been compared to
LUC FERRARI & NURSE WITH WOUND => third full length CD album by this Swiss composer

€14,50

FOSSILS / DARKSMITH - Million Year
Spree

LP

KYE Records KYE 14

2011

new experimental sound-culture from Canada & USA on this split-LP; "the last one on being and
nothingness"; numb. ed. 400 copies, mastered by JASON LESCALLEET

€17,00

Pollution Sonore edition 01

2012

the German industrial project still working on / revealing themes like secret brainwash-methods &
psycho manipulation techniques; KUBARK is a special interrogation manual published 1963 to "break"
prisoners; this the 'Enlightenment' side of industrial, accompanied with threatening analog / ambient
industrial tunes to symbolize the process... eerie stuff, very well arranged ! lim. / numb. 250 on blue
vinyl ! (500 existing in total)

€15,00

Tesco Org. TESCO 050

2012

limited vinyl version of this CD from 2003 with studio material rec. 1985-1990 (originally intented to be
released as second album); this new ed. incl. 3 rare bonus-tracks from Acetate 7"es (1991+1992); lim.
500 luxurious cover, gatefold embossed sleeve, numb. postcard

€28,50

Entr'acte E140

2012

third album by the British digital-drone composer, using here solely sounds from two Cello-players;
refined microsound journeys into unknown areas.. comes again in the typical (printed) anti-static bag

€13,00

26

28

29 GALERIE SCHALLSCHUTZ - Kubark

30 GENOCIDE ORGAN - same
31 GOUGH, HELENA - Knot Invariants

10"

do-LP

CD

32 GRÄF, JENNY - Os

CD-R

Wachsender Prozess

2010

METALUX member JENNY GRÄF SHEPPARD with a solo-album on Hamburgs WP label - synthbased atmospheres, vocals, weird industrial soundz... psychedelic low fi ambience; self made 7" colour
cover

€7,00

33 HAKOBUNE - Believed Remains

mCDR

Taalem alm80

2011

"pure evocative drone" by this very productive ambience composer from Tokyo

€5,00

2012

second solo album under his own name (by the ex LOOP & MAIN) presenting three new tracks of
suspenseful, dynamic, ever moving electro-acoustic drones, fantastic stuff! The perfect balance
between more concrete and flowing /droning elements... comes with DVD-A with the same pieces as
5.1 Surround Mix Version! Highly recommended !!

€19,50

34 HAMPSON, ROBERT - Repercussions

35 HATAKEYAMA, CHIHEI - Norma
36

HELLSTRÖM, STEN-OLOF & ANN
ROSEN - Lagrad

HELLSTRÖM, STEN OLOF / PAULINA
37
SUNDIN / PETER LUNDEN - 1:2:3

CD + DVD-A Editions Mego eMego 132

CD

Small Fragments
Recordings smf001

2012

very peaceful "heavenly ambience" from Japan, ultra-quiet and contemplative, reminds on YUI
ONODERA, MIRROR, CELER... for lovers of the ZEN-drones!... lim. 300

€13,00

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1031

2008

single & collaboration tracks by these two Swedish composers, processing object-noises & field
recordings,,, raw granular sounds & concrete, unrecognizable noise-scapes... rather impossible to
categorize, advanced impro-acoustics...

€12,50

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1012

2000

breathtaking & raw electro-acoustic from HELLSTRÖM (3 pieces), a slow & gracious atmospheric
synthesis of field recordings and electronic sounds by PAULINA SUNDIN (2 pieces), pure acousmatic
synthesis with incredible strange sounding by PETER LUNDEN (2 pieces); great material all around,
recommended !!

€12,50

38 HITOSHIRES - Stella

mCDR

Taalem alm79

2011

another discovery from Japan on Taalem - smooth & melancholic, shimmering beauty-drones with
enough variation, in the way of MIRROR, CELER, YUI ONODERA, PAUL BRADLEY... one long onetracker, about 20 min. length

€5,00

39 IA - Peak of Anchorite

mCDR

Taalem alm85

2012

IA is ALEX COPELAND, a newcomer to the drone-scene who sets here very high-pitched & whirring &
hissing drones against a harmonic fundament => very sharp contrasts & special sound! Recommended
advanced drones !

€5,00

40 IEVA - La cascade de la montagne de

mCDR

Taalem alm81

2011

drone-ambient newcomer from France/Japan with very well arranged field recording-drones, all made

€5,00

3

l'aube

in Japan, interesting sounds & dreamlike, introspective atmosphere.. one piece, 23 min.

41 IN CAMERA - Frampton comes alive

LP

La Scie Doree SCIE 912

2012

CHRISTOPH HEEMANN & TIMO VAN LUIJK (AF URSIN, NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES); third album with
new studio recordings; lim. 400

€17,00

42 IN CAMERA - Rumours

LP

DOM Bartwuchs DOM BW
08

2012

CHRISTOPH HEEMANN & TIMO VAN LUIJK (AF URSIN, NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES); live recording
from VPRO session originally released as rare bonus CDR in 2006 with "Open Air" album; lim. 400

€17,00

Diophantine Discs n=5,6

2007

last copies back in stock of this very nicely packed (4 x 8" gatefold cover, full colour) split release of two
Drone Records artists from Canada & England - hypnotic, quasi-rhythmic experimental drones at its
best! Lim. 100 ! special offer now !

€8,00

2012

"Human beings live in their myths. They only endure their realities" - citing ROBERT ANTON WILSON
& PHILIP K. DICK, this is a dark cosmic & very cinematic journey into inner & outer spheres, based on
the philosophic idea of 'creation-stagnation-destruction' => powerful & emotional existential ambience,
very orchestral, neo-classic, melodramatic... the masterpiece of I.V.L so far !!

€12,00

€16,00

INFANT CYCLE & RAMUNAS YARAS /
43 DELPHIUM - Translation / Heart full of
Soul
INNER VISION LABORATORY 44
Perpetua

do-mCDR

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 028-2

ISHIGAMI, KAZUYA - Hosshin No
45 Kizashi [Experimental Music of Japan
Vol. 5]

CD

Edition Omega Point OPX
005CD

2010

most ambitious album of this long-time active composer from Osaka, Japan, oscillating between
electro-underground & a "serious" composition approach => 5 excellent "acousmatic" pieces, using
concrete sounds as well as purely abstract & amorph drones ... art-cover, lim. 500, 5fth in the series
"Experimental Music of Japan" by the well known OMEGA POINT label (known for many YOSHI WADA
& JOHN CAGE releases)

46

ISHIGAMI, KAZUYA - Trash, Rubbish,
poor Works

CD

Neus-318 NEUCD-002

2009

collection of unpublished works 2004-2006 from this Japanese composer, creating unusual (very
experimental) ZEN drone noise, using many field recordings & electronic processing, often thematically
focused on buddhist philosophy & religion; to discover !

€12,00

47

ISHIGAMI, KAZUYA / KENTARO TAKEI
- split

CD

Neus-318 NEUCD-005

2010

split release (3 tracks each) - TAKEI's soft 'concrete field drone' sound reminds on stuff like DARREN
TATE, whereas ISHIGAMI excites again with floating, refined digi-dronescapes

€13,00

€12,50

€20,00

CD

Moontrix MTXCD005

2012

our drone-favourite from Sweden (also on the DRONE-MIND Vol. 1 LP) with seven new tracks of
pulsing drone-sculputures, totally mesmerizing stuff somewhere between DANIEL MENCHE, AUBE
and old BIG CITY ORCHESTRA or M.B.; sounds like metallic rain! Limited to only 298 copies, on a new
label from Lithuania

49 JUV - same

do-LP

Miasmah Recordings
MIALP014

2011

lost recordings now released by this Norwegian project active between 1996-1998, dark & doomy
dronescapes, really good ! Lim. vinyl version

50 KATCHMARE - Frieda Harris

CD-R

Hearts & Crossbone
Records HCB 036

2011

very minimal micro drone-ambience, worth to discover (inspired by SCHUBERTs "Winterreise" as well
as by LADY FRIEDA HARRIS, the British artist who painted the 78 cards of the CROWLEY tarot deck)

€9,00

CDR re-issue of a long deleted split LP (released 1996) with one side/half by the great experimental
project from Hamburg with FELIX KNOTH aka FELIX KUBIN (!), recorded 1994 with DITTERICH VON
EULER-DONNERSPERG as guest-musician; second half by long active Hamburg-musician GÜNTER
RECNICEK (GROENLAND ORCHESTER) with studio recordings from 1995; great hyper-abstract
experimental drones & atmospheric noises...

€7,50

48 JARL - Minus One - Neutral

KLANGKRIEG / G. REZNICEK 51 Konstellationen / Allergie und
Gegenwelt
LAABAN, ILMAR - Ankarkättingens
slut är sängens början
LILJEDAHL, JONATAN & DANIEL
53 KARLSSON - Even while the Earth
sleeps we travel beneath frozen Rivers

CD-R

Wachsender Prozess WP02

CD & BOOK

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1011

1998

obscure Swedish sound poetry by this pioneer (*1921), where the meaning of words meets with the
noise of words; luxurious artwork & book included

€12,50

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1032

2008

single & collaboration tracks by these two Swedish composers with "advanced experimental / electronic
drones", massive milling-sounds, very abstract & sharp noise attacks, quite radical & powerful &
recommended !

€12,50

54 LINDGREN, PÄR - Electronic Music

LP

Fylkingen Records FYLP
1032

1986

three challenging pieces of cold experimental electronics with very powerful breaks & cut ups - pure
electronic anti-muzak, highly original; this must be the last ever LP release on Fylkingen!

€15,00

55 LINDSTRÖM, MATS & SÖREN

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD

1995

14 tracks of highly abstract & unrecognizable rough dronescapes between microsound and noise, by

€12,50

52

4

RUNOLF - A Wonder of Beauty and
Efficiency
56 LLOYD, DALE - Taurion, trou de lapin
57 LOCRIAN - Rain of Ashes
58

LUNDE, ERIC - A World of Hurt in the
Kingdom of God

1005

these two Swedish live-electronic musicians; recorded "live in the studio", quite radical stuff, produced
by CM VON HAUSSWOLFF; still very much worth to discover !!

Kaon fe12

2012

processed field-recordings as part of "The River" series (based on original recordings made in France
by CEDRIC PEYRONNET / TOY BIZARRE), one-tracker 20+ minutes, 'lim./numb. 50 copies

CD

Basses Frequences BF19

2009

ecstatic low fi drone-noise with more melodic passages from the US cult-band, using many guitar
backward sounds, not so far away from early MAEROR TRI; lim. 400, nice priced

€10,00

CD

Hearts & Crossbone
Records HCB 035

2011

legendary radical "industrial" performer and writer from the US with a collection of live recordings &
readings, also once a member of DOY BIRT CAR; extreme sound poetry & noise, on this label from
Israel !! Nice priced

€10,00

€20,50

mCDR

€8,50

59 LUNDVALL, TOR - The Shipyard

LP

DAIS Records DAIS 031

2012

new album by the "melancholic painter" TOR LUNDVALL (working as both visual artist & musician) with
his typical /unique song-based isolationistic electronica; created during a time he was active doing
portrait studies of local maritime themes and nautical life at the docks; lim. 500, numbered, with free
MP3 download coupon

60 MANIFESTO - Rust

CD

Silken Tofu stx.07

2012

dark catacomb-drones from Sweden with a metallic-rusty sound, slow bass pulses, overtunes,
transformed field recordings... excellent, highly recommended for any dark drone / ambient industrial
fan !!

€13,00

61 MANINKARI - Continuum Sonore

CD

Basses Frequences
BF44CD

2012

fantastic new album by the French duo enlarging their typical ethno-percussive style by creating
immersive majestic & emotional instrument based drone-pieces, full of tension & dark grace, using
mesmerizing sounds from cymbalon, alto, bodhran, & field recordings... very beautiful & highly
recommended !

€12,00

62 MANINKARI - Un Souffle de Voix

CD

Neuropa Records NRP21

2009

third album and the French duo gets better and better: unusual drums, powerful violin-playing, spheric
cymbal-sounds, strange voice-material, gongs, field recordings, samples.. = dark & hypnotic
instrumental music combining ambient/drone, jazz & medieval influences, highly innovative !

€14,00

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1025

2006

eight electroacoustic compositions realized at the EMS (Stockholm Electronic Music Studio) from 19701979 by this Hungarian-Swedish pioneer; evocative stuff combining weird analog electronic sounds &
instruments, drones and vocal work...sounds still fresh & unusual, to discover

€12,50

CD

Bureau B BB109

2012

NEW recordings by these two legendary figures of German electronic/experimental music (MOEBIUS
known from KLUSTER/CLUSTER/HARMONIA), who have worked together again after a 35 years
break !

€16,50

do-CD

Infraction Records INFX
044

2012

re-mastered re-issue of a lim. CDR release from 2006, plus new material on disc 2; MONOS =
DARREN TATE & COLIN POTTER with their special kind of field recording-based ZEN-ambience.. lim.
700 mini-gatefold styled cover

€16,00

mCDR

Taalem alm82

2012

interesting concept: this is the "digital version" (digitally re-worked sound sources) of a piece from 2000
that used the same sound sources processed in an analogue (4-track machine) way... mysterious
metallic drones & concrete drops, wonderful..

€5,00

63

MAROS, MIKLOS - Maros at EMS.
1970-1979

64 MOEBIUS & TIETCHENS - same

65 MONOS - Age and Transformation

66

MURMER - Specular Reflection (Liquid
Solid Redux 2000-2010)

67

NORMANDEAU, ROBERT Palimpsestes

CD

Empreintes Digitales IMED
12116

2012

five new works collected over the last 7 years by the Canadian master of electroacoustic music, incl.
the great dark PALINDROME, or the graceful ANADLIAD which is based on Welsh folk/wind instrument
tunes.. a must for anyone who like atmospheric, dynamic music, and the perfect start into the
electroacoustic domain if you're new to it !!

€13,00

68

NU & APA NEAGRA - Descantecul
Apei negre

CD

The Lollipoppe Shoppe
LSCD 011

2012

third album by this interesting Romanian band combining Turkish & Romanian folklore with
"electroacoustic madness" for spaced out psychedelia mind trips ! Experimental, dark droney, weird !
The album title translates as "Black Water Incantation"

€13,00

mag

Wachsender Prozess

2007

DIY-magazine issued by TBC from Hamburg, with lots of reviews from the experimental underworld
plus interviews & articles about WÄLDCHENGARTEN, FLYING LUTTENBACHERS, ECUADOR

€5,00

69 ODRADEK - Nr. 5

5

SZENE BERICHT, JEROME NOETINGER, "RAUSCHEN IST DER SOUND DER DIFFERENZ", ETAT
BRUT, CHRISTIAN RENOU / BRUME. german language / deutsche Sprach !

70 PILLOW - From Dusk to Dawn

71

PLEQ + HIROKI SASAJIMA - WitchHunt

72 RAPOON - Easterly 6 or 7

CD

mCDR

CD

City Centre Offices
Towerblock CD 050

2012

solo-album from LUCA DI MIRA (GIARDINO DI MIRO), creating very sensitive, nostalgic, emotional
ambience; perfect atmospheres for you if love BVDUB, OLAFUR ARNALDS, SYLVAIN CHAUVEAU,
etc..

Taalem alm86

2012

interesting collab between the Polish ambient/glitch artist PLEQ and Japans field recording droner
SASAJIMA, the resulting one-tracker drone piece floats full & rich with the use of environmental
sounds...

Ewers Tonkunst HHE 031
CD / Indiestate Distribution
IST 084 CD

2012

re-issue of album from 1997, lim. 450 - great example of RAPOONs early phase of "middle eastern"
ambience

€13,00

Ultra Mail Productions
U.M.P.-014

2012

stunning collab between RAPOON & Drone Records artist WYRM (aka ALLAN ZANE), luxurious
edition (oversized gatefold-cover), lim. 250 copies int total, 4 postcards

€21,50

€15,00

€5,00

73

RAPOON & WYRM - Dreamtime
Pantheist

CD + DVD

74

REFORMED FACTION - Years of
Lightning, Day of Drums

CD

Ewers Tonkunst HHE 032
CD / Indiestate Distribution
IST 085 CD

2012

fifth studio album by the ex (2/3) ZOVIET FRANCE, for the most part a very dense, mysterious,
versatile experimental journey, at times very harmonic & structured, but as usual with surprising breaks
& elements. Lim. 450, comes with two inserts

€13,00

75

REIBEL, GUY - Granulations-Sillages /
Franges du Signe

LP

Recollection GRM
REGRM002

2012

two legendary early pieces by this French electroacoustic composer (recorded 1974 & 1976 and first
released as LP by INA.GRM in 1978), now re-issued in a new series by EDITIONS MEGO, with new
master & cover design by STEPHEN O'MALLEY!

€16,50

76

RODEN, STEVE - A big Circle drawn
with little Hands

LP

Ini.Itu # 1202

2012

a new volume in the nice INI.ITU 12" series from Belgium, this time a full LP by the well-known
Californian multimedia soundartist STEVE RODEN - comes with stunning full-colour cover &
handnumbered to only 250 copies, act fast if interested !!

€13,50

77

SCHAEFFER, PIERRE - Le triedre
fertile

LP

Recollection GRM
REGRM001

2012

the only purely electronic work from PIERRE SCHAEFFER, composed/recorded 1975-1976, issued as
LP on INA GRM in 1978; this re-issue is the first volume in a new series by EDITIONS MEGO, remastered material & new artwork by STEPHEN O'MALLEY !!

€16,50

78 SCOTT, SIMON - Below Sea Level

CD

12K 12K1071

2012

dedicated to a certain desolate landscape / area (The Fens) in East Anglia, UK, SIMON SCOTTS first
album for the well-known US-label shows more experiments with field-recordings and forms again
mesmerizing (day)-dreamlike, sensitive, mellow dronescapes...

€15,00

79 SCYTHLING - Smokefall

CD

Aurora Borealis ABX054

2012

studio project of AIDAN BAKER (NADJA) & JOSH ROTHENBERGER (BLOODY PANDA), feat. many
guest-musicians, "a mixture of heavy drones and spacious ambient, creeping darkness and eerie light"

€14,00

CD

Neus-318 NEUCD-006

2011

split release, each 4 tracks by ISHIGAMI & SHINE ON ME / refined digital ambience & loops that
reminded us on ASMUS TIETCHENS or more digital ULTRA MILKMAIDS... SHINE ON ME (also from
Japan) do very peaceful meditation-drones... to discover !

€13,00

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1031

2008

composer from Stockholm combining spheric glitch-electronica with an experimental electro-acoustic
approach, quite powerful, very good !

€12,50

Corvo Records core003

2011

nicely designed picture split LP with a curious loopy plunderphonic collage by THORSTEN SOLTAU,
the Berlin-based British project PRESLAV LITERARY SCHOOL uses old found sounds that are
drowned in heavenly organ-drones & other loops... lim. 300

€15,00

Basses Frequences BF42

2012

first full length CD for this very harmonic guitar-ambient project from Belgium, known for a mCD in the
famous AMPLEXUS-series years ago; slow & dreamy melancholic patterns based on guitar & bass,
comparable to some KRANKY-acts for example; mastered by DIRK SERRIES / FEAR FALLS
BURNING

€12,00

Taalem alm84

2012

wonderful guitar drone muzak inspired by a funeral ritual of a tribe in Madagascar .- endless spaces,
mildly distorted, slowly evolving/devolving overtunes & hisses.. think of FINAL, N, EXIT IN GREY,

80

SHINE ON ME / KAZUYA ISHIGAMI - It
happened one Night

81 SKÖLD, MATTIAS - Taroom
SOLTAU, THORSTEN / PRESLAV
82 LITERARY SCHOOL - Grün wie Milch /
Alamut
83 STRATOSPHERE - Dreamscape

84 STROM NOIR - Famadihana

pic-LP

CD

mCDR

6

€5,00

TROUM..

85 SUDA, NOBUTO - Twilight Garden

mCDR

Taalem alm78

2011

newcomer from Japan with very minimal, waving, overtune-drones, ZEN ambience for overcoming the
time

86 SWANS - The Seer

3 x LP

Young Good Records
YG45

2012

the praised new epic studio album (almost 120 minutes of material) - the condensation of 30 years
SWANS - limited vinyl version: 3 panel gatefold cover, w. digital download coupon

€27,00

€5,00

87

SWANS - The Seer (special edition w.
bonus DVD)

do-CD &
DVD

Young Good Records
YG45 SP

2012

the praised new epic studio album (almost 120 minutes of material) - the condensation of 30 years
SWANS - as special edition with bonus DVD (100 min. playtime!) - soon to be rare !!

€23,50

88

SWANS - We rose from your Bed with
the Sun in our Head

do-CD

Young Good Records
YG1969

2012

collection of live recordings from the band's recent live shows, strictly limited to 2000 copies for stores;
incl. newly developed tracks from the now appearing SEER album; " it doesn’t even feel as if we are
playing the music ourselves" (M. GIRA)

€25,00

89

TAKAHASHI, YUJI - plays JOHN
CAGE: Sonatas and Interludes

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1010

1997

re-issue of the first two FYLKINGEN LPs from 1966: CAGE's "Sonatas and Interludes" (1946-1948)
performed by YUJI TAKAHASHI in 1965, "an attempt to express in music the 'permanent emotions' of
Indian tradition"; radical prepared piano sounds & structures !

€12,50

90

TALVIHORROS - Music in four
Movements

LP

Denovali Records DEN142

2012

vinyl version of the second album (CD from 2010 on Hibernate which is now deleted) by this promising
British guitar drone/ambient project; lim. 150 (heavy vinyl, gatefold cover, MP3 download code)

€20,00

91 TALVIHORROS - Some Ambulance

LP

Denovali Records DEN141

2012

vinyl version of first real album (CDR from 2009 on Benbecula), by this promising British ambient
project, using guitars & vintage electronic equipment as well as analogue synths, organs, bells,... ; lim.
150 (heavy vinyl, gatefold cover, MP3 download code)

€20,00

Terror LT

2012

Lithuanian magazine for power electronics & industrial noise & more, interview & articles: IRM, JAKE
VIDA, SICK SEED, SLOGUN, DIETER MÜH, MIKKO ASPA (FREAK ANIMAL), BARRIKAD, IMPULSY
STETOSKOPU, reviews.. 44 pages, A4 format

€5,00

€12,50

92 TERROR MAGAZINE - #2

mag

93 TROUM - Ljubimaya / Daur

CD

Abgurd AB-38

2009

Russian re-issue of the very first TROUM release (the 3-track 10" vinyl-only "DAUR" from 1998, Cohort
Rec), plus the LJUBIMAYA 10" from 2003 (Waystyx 03); cover pictures by Dmitry Chistov aka HUM;
lim. 500 - LAST COPIES BACK IN STOCK, SOLD OUT FROM THE LABEL NOW !! Harmonic guitarspheres & objectless deep drones at its best !!

94 TUMORCHESTER - Autohimmelfahrt

LP

KRACHdurchFREUDE
Nummer 5

2002

first LP for this "free style/avantgarde-punk/no wave" band from Hamburg existing since 1998, using
bass-saxophon-percussion-stylofon-violin-voice-guitar-electronics; powerful, angry stuff !

€12,00

LP

Fylkingen Records FYLP
1028

1982

four early electronic pieces (1974-1982) by this Hungarian/Swedish composer, incl. "Traum des
Einsamen" with incredible drone-sounds "characterized by the stillness and contemplation of the night
and the sharpening of the senses found in creative isolation"; last NEW copies of this 30 year old LP in
stock !

€15,00

Taalem alm83

2012

deep drone / abstract soundscapes based on field recordings & sine waves by this rising Columbian
sound-artist..

VHF Records VHF 127

2012

re-issue of the self-titles debut from 2004 (which was released on a now impossible to find CDR) by the
impro / ecstatic drone ensemble from UK; comes with exclusive bonus DVD with material culled from
three live performances

€21,50

Beta-Lactam Ring Records
mt092a

2006

back in stock / lower priced now !

€14,00

CD

Ant Zen act108

2000

studio-album from 2000 by the Canadian hypno-electro magicians with very long bonus-track
(SEGMENT; 24 min) not on the 12" version, special priced now !

100 V.A. - 5 Composers - 3rd Hearing

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1006

1995

ROLF ENSTRÖM, LARS LARSSON, ERIK PETERS, CRISTIAN MARINA, PATRIK THORELL - the
third CD compilation on FYLKINGEN with exciting new electroacoustic music from Sweden

€12,50

101 V.A. - 5 Composers - Second Coming

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD

1994

the oldest available FYLKINGEN CD at this time, presenting Swedish electroacoustic music: ANDERS

€12,50

95 UNGVARY, TAMAS - Ite, Missa Est

96 VELEZ, DAVID - Alku
97

VIBRACATHEDRAL ORCHESTRA same

98

VOLCANO THE BEAR - Classic
Erasmus Fusion

99 VROMB - Emission Pilote

mCDR
do-LP &
DVD
do-CD

7

€5,00

€7,00

1003

102

V.A. - 5 September 1982 - A Tribute to
John Cage

V.A. - Six Winners: The Stockholm
103
Electronic Arts Award 1991-1996
104

V.A. - Stockholms
Elektronmusikfestival 1982

BLOMQVIST, JONAS BROBERG, AKEMI ISHIJIMA, TAMAS UNGVARY, AKOS ROZMANN;
"expressive, dramatic, monumental and humoristic music gives the CD features of a journey within
different landscapes of sound"
1983

Five exclusive compositions performed especially for CAGE's 70th birthday in Stockholm at Fylkingen,
by LARS-GUNNAR BODIN, LEO NILSSON, FOLKE RABE, STEN HANSON, ARNE MELLNÄS; last
NEW copies of this 30 years old LP !!

€15,00

CD

Fylkingen Records FYCD
1014

1999

outstanding electroacoustic compositions from: RAY GUILETTE, MARK WINGATE, AKE PARMERUD,
GILLES GOBEIL, MATHEW ADKINS, JOHN YOUNG - these were the winners of the "Stockholm
Electronic Arts Award" from 1991-1996; complex & dynamic NEW music to discover !! Comes with
booklet.

€12,50

LP

Fylkingen Records FYLP
1027

1982

pieces created for the "Stockholm Elektronmusikfestival" 1982: STANLEY HAYNES, ANDERS
HILLBORG (great eerie drone piece!), INGVAR KARKOFF, ILMAR LAABAN (extreme expressive
sound-poetry), CHARLES AMIRKHANIAN; last NEW copies of this 30 year old record!

€15,00

€15,00

LP

Fylkingen Records FYLP
1029

105 V.A. - Strade Trasparenti

CD

Staubgold staubgold digital
9

2011

original film-soundtrack of the film by Brazilian film-maker AUGUSTO CONTENTO with exclusive
material only: a very long (28+ min) airy NECKS track and similar minimal & atmospheric pieces by
DAVID GRUBBS (GASTR DEL SOL, BASTRO, etc.), MIRA CALIX, MUTE SOCIALITE, O-TYPE.
"Strade Trasparenti (Transparent Roads) is a cinevoyage, a ritual of initiation to the journey, to the
discovery of the unknown, the indecipherable and the irreducible..."

106 V.A. - Swedish Contemporary Music

LP

Fylkingen Records FYLP
1030

1983

orchestral & chamber music by these Swedish composers: MATS PERSSON, JAN SANDSTRÖM,
LARS SANDBERG, TOMMY ZWEDBERG; last NEW copies in stock of this 30 year old record!!

€15,00

CD

Klappstuhl Records SP 003

2012

electronic / experimental / post industrial & independent compilation with old & new names & wide
range of styles: (AD)VANCE(D), MULTER, N, KALLABRIS, SOLANACEAE TAU, GERSTEIN, FSPACE, THE MMVP, etc... dedicated to LYDIA TOMKIW (1959-2007)

€12,00

a wicked publication
WICK(ED) 006

2012

very first release of the NEW project from dutch recycle-mastermind MARS WELLINK (ex
[AD]VANCED, VANCE ORCHESTRA) - using "vintage" (60/70s) acoustic & visual material to create a
great moody, erotic collage; comes with 16 pages handmade full-colour book of found images, sexually
explicit & beautiful, in a similar vein as some NURSE WITH WOUND or ANDREW LILES works. Lim.
23 copies only, numbered, 2 postcards, only very few in stock!

€20,00

107

V.A. - The constant Rise of
Expectations

108 WICK(ED) - Publication Numero Sexo

mCDR &
BOOK

WISHART, TREVOR - Globalalia /
Imago

CD

Orpheus The Pantomime
OTP 0066

2012

GLOBABLIA = uses 8300 syllables from 26 different languages (!); IMAGO = extreme sound
transformation starting with the single sound of two clinking whisky-glasses; two long pieces from 2002
& 2004

€15,00

110 X-NAVI:ET - Brain Overloaded

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR IYHHH
006

2012

the solo project of RAFAL IWANSKI from HATI - first full album, dedicated to WILLIAM S.
BURROUGHS - very versatile ambient noise tracks, using all kinds of analog & digital sources, field
recordings and acoustic objects, very different from HATI ! Lim. 444 copies / special oversized cover

€12,00

111 ZELIENOPLE - His/Hers

CD

Type Records TYPE024V

2007

CD-version of this fine album by Chicago's post-rock/psych-droners, taking you "on a universal journey
into the subsconscious"

€15,00
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